
requirements of MA-UK and donors. 
5. Control and process bank and cash transactions for the country office
6. Ensure that all financial transactions are timely and accurately records in MA-UK’s accounting system

(Quick book).
7. Ensure safeguarding the assets of MA-UK Country Office and the depreciation.
8. Updating and amending the Financial Management Manual (FMM) as necessary from time to time but

at least on an annual basis.
9. Collaborate with other department for smooth operation of the organization.
10. Ensure cash flow and maintain payment trackers in make payments in due course.
11. Ensure maintaining of efficient system of financial controls.
12. Ensure modification of systems and accounts are done in collaboration with Head Quarter of MA-UK.
13. Advise supervisor and SMT on how funds can be revised for new priorities/activities as needed.
14. Ensure HQ Admin fund is well managed: budgeting, usages, reports following HQ requirements and

templates.
15. Participate in donor and partner meetings that discuss financial modalities/issues.

Planning & Budgeting 
16. Support and compile all projects and administrative budgeting in a comprehensive country finance

budget for the review by the country senior management team.
17. Verify all budgets (projects and admin) for accuracy and advice for optimum control.
18. Assist in long term planning of the organization and new programs/projects budgeting.
19. Participate in budget realignment processes and liaise between departments and program team to

identify costs/activities for realignment.

 Reporting 
20. Ensure all reporting requirements for admin fund are submitted on time.
21. Closely monitor the donor reporting schedule and the program cycle to ensure timely and accurate

financial donor reports are prepared & submitted in collaboration with program
team.

22. Responsible for analyzing monthly BvA, burn-rate and then report to related project leaders.
23. Supervise preparation of financial reports of sub-grantees for donors and respective reports.
24. Prepare the monthly tracking and burn rate report and share internally with suggested solution to

cover over/under & other unforeseen issues.
25. Analyse exchange rate gain/loss and report to SMT to review.

 Auditing 
26. Prepare the annual accounts and/or projects account for auditing.
27. Arrange the audit and giving the final presentation of such accounts to SMT and HQ.
28. Work in collaboration with HQ internal Audit and Risk Management function to strengthen our

financial system and protect the organization.

 Grant Management and Program Support 
29. Stay current on changes in donor financial modalities, deliverables, reporting requirements and

other contact-related concerns and advise programme team.
30. Ensure that work plans have accurate budgets for monthly monitoring.
31. Prepare and present the financial outlook for the respective programme area at monthly meetings.
32. Monitor financial spending of sub-contractors/partners and address any issues monthly.
33. Responsible for tracking status of budgets to be spent and expenditure to pay for each sub-

guarantee and share to finance monthly.


